Experimental tendon repair: glycosaminoglycan arrangement in newly synthesized collagen fibers.
Changes in the macromolecular orientation and metachromasy of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) in newly synthesized and assembled collagen fibers in rat Achilles tendon after tendon excision were investigated in toluidine blue (TB)-stained preparations, based in the selective absorption of polarized light (= linear dichroism, LD) and of absorption of unpolarized light in situ. Extrinsic LD was observed microspectrophotometrically from the early phases of tendon repair onwards, although the absorption peaks in both parallel and perpendicular directions with respect to the plane of polarized light and the long axis of the collagen fibers occurred at the same wavelength, and thus differed from the pattern situation in normal adult controls. Compared to normal adult tendons, the pattern of LD in newly synthesized and assembled fibers was still not fully attained 110 days after surgical tendon removal. This incomplete recovery possibly reflected the influence of aging during the repair process. There was no correlation between LD and metachromasy. The highest absorption values for metachromatic staining occurred on the 7th day after tendon removal, at a time when LD was not intense. Treatment with hyaluronidase showed that the LD in the early stages of tendon repair was mostly due to hyaluronate whereas the LD in the later stages was due to chondroitin sulfates. The changes in LD during Achilles tendon repair were attributed to gradual modifications in the composition and macromolecular orientation of GAGs relative to the long axis of the collagen fibers.